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Product Description

JCAN01 Puerta
Create areas combining elements that stimulate dogs to reinforce their agility, strength, balance and
obedience. Line Canine, our collection of pet products in urban parks.

Data Sheet   

JCAN02 Muro
Create areas combining elements that stimulate dogs to reinforce their agility, strength, balance and
obedience. Line Canine, our collection of pet products in urban parks.

Data Sheet   

JCAN03 Salto
Create areas combining elements that stimulate dogs to reinforce their agility, strength, balance and
obedience. Line Canine, our collection of pet products in urban parks.

Data Sheet   

JCAN06 Pisada
Create areas combining elements that stimulate dogs to reinforce their agility, strength, balance and
obedience. Line Canine, our collection of pet products in urban parks.

Data Sheet   

JCAN07 Barrera
Create areas combining elements that stimulate dogs to reinforce their agility, strength, balance and
obedience. Line Canine, our collection of pet products in urban parks.

Data Sheet   

JCAN08 Balanceo
Create areas combining elements that stimulate dogs to reinforce their agility, strength, balance and
obedience. Line Canine, our collection of pet products in urban parks.

Data Sheet   

JCAN09 Puente
Create areas combining elements that stimulate dogs to reinforce their agility, strength, balance and
obedience. Line Canine, our collection of pet products in urban parks..

Data Sheet   

https://benito.com/no/download/BENITO_data-sheet-JCAN01
https://benito.com/no/download/BENITO_data-sheet-JCAN02
https://benito.com/no/download/BENITO_data-sheet-JCAN03
https://benito.com/no/download/BENITO_data-sheet-JCAN06
https://benito.com/no/download/BENITO_data-sheet-JCAN07
https://benito.com/no/download/BENITO_data-sheet-JCAN08
https://benito.com/no/download/BENITO_data-sheet-JCAN09
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Product Description

JCAN10 Tunel
Create areas combining elements that stimulate dogs to reinforce their agility, strength, balance and
obedience. Line Canine, our collection of pet products in urban parks.

Data Sheet   

JCAN11 Slalom
Create areas combining elements that stimulate dogs to reinforce their agility, strength, balance and
obedience. Line Canine, our collection of pet products in urban parks.

Data Sheet   

JCART02 Metal
Structure, Metal: zinc-plated and lacquered iron.

Data Sheet   

UM540I Dual
Fountain with triangular column, taps and container in bright satin stainless steel. Trims powder coated in
red copper polyester paint.

Data Sheet   

VTOG Toilekan
Plastic bag dispenser made of steel treated with Ferrus, a protective process that guarantees high
resistance to corrosion.

Data Sheet    Compostable bags guarantee certificate   

https://benito.com/no/download/BENITO_data-sheet-JCAN10
https://benito.com/no/download/BENITO_data-sheet-JCAN11
https://benito.com/no/download/BENITO_data-sheet-JCART02
https://benito.com/no/download/BENITO_data-sheet-UM540I
https://benito.com/no/download/BENITO_data-sheet-VTOG
https://benito.com/no/download/BENITO_compostable-bags-guarantee-certificate

